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Introduction

Modern day corruption cases frequently have an international
dimension. Companies and individuals sometimes bribe officials
from other countries to win business and increase profits. The
evidence and proceeds of corruption are often moved, disappeared,
transferred to third parties, or intermingled with legitimate sources
of income to avoid detection and confiscation. Criminal actors not
only move or modify the nature of assets at the domestic level, but
also resort to spreading their illicitly obtained goods across multiple
jurisdictions, even further from the reach of Greek authorities. The
ability of Greek practitioners to identify and secure such assets is
increasingly important and can be crucial to the successful
investigation and prosecution of corruption cases.
Greece’s National Anti-Corruption Action Plan (NACAP) identifies
key areas of reform and defines priorities in order to strengthen
integrity, transparency and fighting phenomena of corruption.
Through its Greece Technical Assistance Project, the OECD has
committed to supporting the Greek authorities and to provide
technical guidance for the purpose of implementing the reform
agenda in a series of pre-identified areas.
The present document contains guidelines, best practices, and tools
relating to asset recovery in corruption cases, and is produced
under Outcomes 10.5 and 10.7. The deliverable provides guidance
ranging from the beginning (e.g. investigative plan, international
dimensions, etc.) to the end of the asset recovery process (e.g.
confiscation, asset management, etc.). The document also includes
international dimensions of asset recovery such as information
cooperation and mutual legal assistance (MLA). In particular, this
document is intended for Greek investigators, prosecutors, and
judges who are in charge of corruption cases and who wish to
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identify and trace proceeds of corruption or property, equipment or
other instrumentalities used in or destined for use in corruption
offences, for the purpose of eventual confiscation. The guidelines
are meant to be a step-by-step guide that is practical, easy to use
and accessible. To avoid overloading the document with detailed
information, the guidelines provide links and references to
additional materials for consultation.
These guidelines prepared based on experiences and good
practices, and only contain guidance on the current legislation in
force in Greece, including the specific practices identified by Greek
authorities in their responses to a questionnaire in January 2017,
and during consultation meetings with OECD staff in Thessaloniki
and Athens in February and November 2017.
This document focuses primarily on practices at the operational
level in the domain of asset recovery. An assessment of the legal
and regulatory framework will be covered by a separate document
under Outputs 10.1, 10.2, and 10.7 of the Technical Assistance
Project: “Assessment of the Current Legal and Regulatory
Framework applicable to Asset Recovery, including International
Dimensions and Review of Legal Framework applicable to Asset
Recovery and Draft Legislation Proposals.”
This document does not provide in-depth or detailed guidance in
the area of MLA generally, and instead focuses primarily on MLA
only with respect to tracing, freezing, confiscating and repatriating
the proceeds of corruption. General topics relating to MLA are
covered in separate publications on MLA and international
cooperation (Outputs 9.3-9.4).
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I. DOMESTIC ASSET RECOVERY
A. BEGINNING AN INVESTIGATION
Before carrying out investigative measures or intelligence gathering
activities related to asset recovery, Greek authorities must first take
special care to design a comprehensive action plan. Such
considerations in this respect include understanding the facts of the
case, the key players involved, what jurisdictions may eventually be
relevant to the investigation, the types of expertise that may be
required, and specific team members. Of course, a plan may be
modified as the investigation takes its course, but these types of
questions and decisions necessarily impact the first stage of
momentum in an investigation and should not be overlooked.
1. First steps - establishing an investigative team and plan
An important initial action is to assemble an investigative team,
including investigators with the required experience and expertise.1
Investigators should have specialized expertise and practical
experience in financial and data analysis, forensic accounting,
tracing illicit financial flows, tax knowledge, etc. Investigators should
have experience in conducting various types of searches, in
employing different types of surveillance, in addition to witness
interviews and the like. Prosecutorial authorities should also have
similar expertise and be in regular communication with investigative
teams to remain aware of any developments and need for quick
action.

1

“Investigative teams should include individuals with the expertise
necessary to analyse significant volumes of financial, banking, and
accounting documents, including wire transfers, financial statements, and
tax or customs records. They should also include investigators with
experience in gathering business and financial intelligence; identifying
complex illegal schemes; following the money trail[…].”Asset recovery
Handbook – STAR, p. 23 https://star.worldbank.org/star/sites/star/files/asset_recovery_handbook
_0.pdf
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Once the scope of the investigation has been identified,
practitioners should assess the need for international investigative
assistance and consider establishing a joint investigative team (JIT),
which is a group of law enforcement officials from two or more
European Union Member States which carries out criminal
investigations in one or more of the Member States represented in
the team. JITs offer several advantages2 but may not be available in
all corruption cases.3 Therefore, Greek practitioners who are
investigating a corruption case and who wish to use a JIT will need
to determine whether their case also involves one of these eligible
offences.4
Once the investigative team has been assembled, and the scope of
the investigation has been identified, an investigation plan should
be established, taking into account the particularities and the
nature of each case. An important goal to be considered when
establishing any investigative plan is identifying and tracing the
proceeds of crime or the equipment or instrumentalities used in or
destined for use in criminal activity, and freezing them, before
they disappear or are dissipated, injected into the legal economy, or
used to commit other offences.
The investigation plan is not static, and should be reviewed and if
necessary modified, depending on the findings, the course and the
needs of the investigation. Another important aspect that has to be
considered when establishing/modifying an investigation plan is the
permitted duration of each investigation. For example, according to
Article 31(3) Code of Penal Procedure (CPP) a preparatory
examination can last up to three months and in exceptional cases
2

For more information on JITs, please refer to OECD MLA Guidelines.

3

Under Greek law,3 a JIT may be constituted to investigate only certain
listed offences including forgery (Article 216 Penal Code (PC)), aggravated
theft (Article 374 PC), embezzlement (Article 375 PC), and fraud (Article
386 PC). See Articles 13 to 24 of Law 3663/2008.
4

The 29 May 2000 Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters
between the Member States of the European Union does not restrict JITs
to listed offences. Greece, however, is not party to the Convention.
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this time period may be extended up to three more months or, if
the nature of the case or of the investigative acts that need to be
carried out so require, for a reasonable period of time, by a specially
reasoned act of the First Instance or Appeals Prosecutor, as the case
may be.
2. Identifying scope of investigation
Investigations should revolve around the type of assets are sought,
including: (i) direct and indirect proceeds of corruption; (ii)
instrumentalities, property, or equipment used in whole or in part
to commit a corruption offence; and, also intermingled assets (i.e.
proceeds of crime and instrumentalities that have been
intermingled with property acquired from legitimate sources). The
scope should also take into consideration third party assets (bona
fide and non-bona fide).
Taking into account all available information and pieces of evidence,
investigators should try to determine the various types of assets
that exist in the case, i.e. direct and indirect proceeds,
instrumentalities, and intermingled assets, and what actions are
needed in order all these assets to be identified and frozen at an
early stage. As such, practitioners should be aware that confiscation
covers direct and indirect proceeds of corruption, property,
equipment and other instrumentalities and should seek to
confiscate not only the direct profit, but also the gains from the
crime, such as revenues or profits from a bribery-tainted contract.
Practitioners should be aware that Article 76 of the Penal Code (PC)
covers both direct and indirect proceeds, as well as
instrumentalities.5 In bribery offences, confiscation of gifts and any
other assets given should be targeted, as well as objects acquired
directly or indirectly from these assets under Article 238 PC. In
money laundering or predicate offences, confiscation of assets
acquired directly or indirectly from such proceeds and
instrumentalities of such offences should also be sought under
Article 46 of Law 3691/2008, otherwise known as Greece’s AntiMoney Laundering Law (AML Law).
5

Article 76 (1) PC.
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Concerning intermingled assets, i.e. illegal assets mixed with
property acquired from legitimate sources, practitioners can invoke
Article 76(1) PC, Article 238 (1)PC or Article 46 (1) AML Law. All
articles provide for confiscation up to the assessed value of the
intermingled assets.
The scope of the investigation should also be tailored so as to allow
for flexibility. A proactive asset recovery investigation is one that
critically analyses intelligence gathered to determine next steps and
can evolve over time. What is important is that the focus remains on
the identification of assets for freezing purposes, in order to make
the investigation viable in the long-term.
3. Jurisdiction
In Greece, a number of law enforcement, prosecutorial, and judicial
authorities are competent for and may seek the recovery of assets
in criminal cases, including corruption cases. At early stages of an
investigation, authorities should consider questions relating to their
jurisdiction to investigate. General and special investigative officers,
prosecutors and investigative judges have jurisdiction and powers as
foreseen by the respective provisions of the CPP and other
applicable legislation such as the AML Law, and Article 17A of Law
2523/1997. Additionally, there are also provisions applicable to
specific bodies such as additional asset tracing provisions applicable
to the Hellenic FIU (Article 7B of the AML Law).
Authorities should also consider questions regarding foreign
countries that may have an interest in the case, or that would
otherwise be able to exercise jurisdiction over the same criminal
conduct. It is possible that another State may impose its jurisdiction.
Such may be the case if its own national committed the offence or if
part of the criminal activity occurred in its jurisdiction (e.g. a phone
call agreeing to a bribe, letters sent using its postal system, or an
email passing through a server located in its territory). Investigators
should therefore be aware of all jurisdictional dimensions of a case
and prepare accordingly, in order to ensure proper coordination if
necessary. Such measures should only be taken if there is a serious
risk of tipping off the criminal actors involved.
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4. Statute of Limitations
Statutes of limitation on the punishability of offences may, if
ignored or improperly assessed, may adversely impact
investigations and prosecutions. Investigators should therefore bear
in mind that Article 111 PC stipulates that the period for
prescription is twenty (20) years for felonies punishable by life
imprisonment and fifteen (15) years in all other felonies. For
misdemeanours, the period for prescription is five (5) years.
However, Article 113(1) PC provides that the period for prescription
is suspended during the period of time that a prosecution cannot
commence or continue. Article 113(2) provides that the prescription
is suspended for as long the main proceedings last. Lastly, Article
113(3) PC stipulates that the suspension of the period for
prescription cannot last more than five years for felonies, or more
than three years for misdemeanours.
Investigators should also have in mind that non-conviction based
confiscation is available under AML Law Article 46(3) when the
offender has died, or the prosecution has concluded or is
“inadmissible” (e.g. time-barred). This provision, like its convictionbased counterpart in Article 46(1)-(2), applies to proceeds of listed
offences. This includes domestic and foreign bribery but not all
corruption offences in Chapter 12 PC.
Further, Article 76(6) PC provides that where there is no prior
conviction or a prosecution was not possible, confiscation may, at
the prosecutor's request, be ordered by the court that handled the
case or the court of first instance.6

6

Article 76(6) PC also provides for non-conviction based confiscation in
cases where the public order is endangered (e.g. explosives, etc.).
However, the application of this provision in corruption cases is likely rare.
While the language of Article 76(6), on its face, may appear to apply
exclusively to security measures, some of its text indicates that the
provision may apply in other situations. For example, the second sentence
of Article 76(6) states that “[t]he confiscation is also carried out against the
heirs if the decision became irreversible while the person against whom
the confiscation was committed was alive. Such language does not
necessarily require that the object subject to confiscation pose a danger to
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5. Execution of the confiscation order
The confiscation order is either an incidental penalty or a security
measure. Since the decision ordering confiscation is irrevocable,
issues may arise concerning the time period for the execution of the
order. Notwithstanding the statute of limitations of the offence
which constitutes the legal basis of the confiscation order, the
parameter of the statute of limitations of incidental penalties and
security measures arises.
Apart from the general provisions on the statute of limitation of
penalties,7 new article 552A CCP regulates the procedure and
competent authorities for the execution of confiscation as a
penalty. Given the specialized nature of the issue and the different
scope of the present Deliverable, a more detailed study of this
parameter is not provided.
6. Standard of proof
Greek authorities should also consider the required standard of
proof for obtaining freezing, seizure and confiscation orders.
Generally, to obtain such orders, authorities must have a reasonable
belief that assets sought are connected to or derive from criminal
activity. For example, this is the standard applied to freezing orders
under Article 48 AML Law.
Further, according to Article 3 of Legislative Decree 1059/1971:
It is exceptionally permitted to provide information about
confidential money or other deposits with banks operating
in Greece following a special reasoned order, an application
or a decision of the body responsible for the penal
prosecution, the preliminary investigation, the preparatory
examination, or the main investigation through the court or
judicial council in which the relevant proceedings are
the public order. Therefore, because it is possible that authorities could
interpret the provision differently, the provision should be further clarified
in order to ensure that it is applied in a proper and uniform manner.
7

Articles 114-116 PC.
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conducted, if providing such information is absolutely
necessary for the detection and the punishment of a felony
[…].
With regard to JITs, the applicable standard of proof of a country in
which targeted property, assets or pieces of evidence are located
may be a concern.8

B. TRACING ASSETS
When it comes to tracing assets, investigators usually carry out their
work depending on the type of asset. Greek authorities have several
types of databases and information sources from which valuable
intelligence can be extracted. In addition to such information
sources, authorities may also trace assets through: (i)
reports/information from other government agencies; (ii) witness
statements; (iii) informants; (iv) civil society reports; (v) media
outlets; and, (vi) open source information.
With regard to databases and available sources of information,
authorities may seek to trace assets using the following:
1. Bank accounts
A very important tool for bank account searches is the Registry
System of Bank and Payment Accounts (Registry), 9 which is housed
in The General Secretariat of Information Systems of the Ministry of
Finance. The following authorities have access to the Registry:
(i) the Economic Crime Prosecutor (ECP); (ii) the Public Prosecutors
against Crimes of Corruption (PPACC) in Athens and Thessaloniki;
(iii) all Services of the General Secretariat for Public Revenue (now
8

See Article 12 (9) UNTOC on the carrying out of seizure and confiscation measures
(“Nothing contained in this article shall affect the principle that the measures to
which it refers shall be defined and implemented in accordance with and subject to
the provisions of the domestic law of a State Party.”).
9

See Article 62 of Law 4170/2013 (which transposed the EU Directive
2011/16 on administrative cooperation in the field of taxation into national
legislation), the eleventh Article of Law 4211/2013, Article 71 of Law
4446/2016, and Article 107 of Law 4387/2016.
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Independent Authority for Public Revenue-AADE); (iv) all Services of
the Special Secretariat of the Financial & Economic Crime Unit SDOE; (v) the Financial Police Division, and (vi) the Hellenic FIU.
The Registry holds the following types of information for up to ten
years’ old can be requested through the Registry: (i) account holder
information; (ii) account balances; and, (iii) transaction amounts,
dates and currency. A publicly available list of all institutions (banks,
etc.) covered by the Registry is foreseen by Article 62(7) of Law
4170/201310 but has yet to be created. The traditional procedure of
requesting information from financial institutions should be
followed if the information required is more than 10 years old or
the requesting authority does not have access to the Registry. This
procedure includes sending relevant documents to the respective
financial institutions.
If necessary to expedite an investigation, authorities may establish
direct communication with the compliance departments of the
relevant bank.
Banking information
Article 260(2) CPP allows investigative officers to (1) seize asset
(securities) certificates in banks and other institutions, and (2)
inspect the correspondence and activity logs held by a bank or other
types of financial institution in order to locate the items to be seized
or to further their investigation generally. If the institutions housing
the assets refuse to permit such inspections, the investigative
agencies may search the institution and seize relevant assets and
documents. Additionally, Article 50 of the AML Law also allows
prosecutors and investigative judges to access to the books and
records kept by credit and financial institutions.11 Such information
10

Article 62(7) of Law 4170/2013 was added by Article 71(2) of Law
4446/2016.
11

Article 5 of Law 3691/2008 defines inter alia obligated persons as the
following: (a) credit institutions; (b) financial institutions; (c) venture
capital companies; (iv) companies providing business capital; (v) chartered
accountants, audit firms, independent accountants and private auditors;
(vi) tax consultants and tax consulting firms; (vii) casino enterprises; (viii)
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may include (1) customer identification information; (2) documents
pertaining to account authorisations and transactions; (3) internal
documents concerning approvals or verifications or proposals in
cases related to investigations; and (4) correspondence with
customers.
Account monitoring
Judges may issue ex parte orders that require a financial institution
to provide information about the future activity of an account over
a specified period of time. Such orders allow for real-time
surveillance of transactions which can help establish typologies of
activity, identify additional accounts, and provide grounds for a
further order to disclose, freeze, or search and seize assets.
Article 28 of EU Directive 2014/41/EU (concerning the European
Investigation Order in criminal matters) provides for the monitoring
of banking or other financial operations that are being carried out
through one or more specified accounts. In September 2017, the
Hellenic Parliament passed Law 4489/2017 transposing EU Directive
2014/41/EU into Greek Law.12 However, Greece seems to currently
lack the necessary infrastructure to fully implement the Directive.
Prohibition of disclosure
Additionally, it is advisable when sending requests to the banks,
outside the Registry, and there is also a money laundering element
in the case (practically always), to cite also Article 31 of Law
3691/2008 (AML Law), entitled “Prohibition of disclosure”.13

auction houses; (ix) notaries and other independent legal professionals
who participate in (or assist) any financial or real estate transaction; and,
(x) natural or legal persons providing services to companies and trusts.
12

Article 30 of Law 4489/2017 transposed Article 28 of EU Directive
2014/41/EU.
13

Article 31 Prohibition of disclosure: The obligated legal persons, their
employees and their managers and the obligated natural persons are
prohibited from notifying the client or third parties that information has
been properly communicated or requested or that an investigation is being
carried out or is likely to be carried out for offences under Article 2 of this
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2. Suspicious Transaction Reports
Suspicious transaction reports (STRs) can be important sources of
information that often establish crucial leads in investigations.
Generally, STRs provide the following information: (i) source and
destination of funds; (ii) entries made by bank employees regarding
the reason for suspicion; (iii) the number of wire transfers, checks,
etc.; and (iv) information on other assets or products held by the
target at the financial institution.
According to the AML Law (Law 3691/2008, amended by Law
3932/2011), obligated persons (banks, etc.) have to file suspicious
transaction reports (STRs) with the FIU.14 Under AML Law Article
7(A), the FIU is responsible for collecting, investigating, and
evaluating (1) suspicious transaction reports filed by obligated
persons, and (2) information received from other sources (including
foreign authorities) concerning transactions or activities potentially
linked to economic crime and money laundering. Greek authorities
could contact the Hellenic FIU to seek relevant information.
FIU powers
Under Article 7B of the AML Law, the FIU may require obligated
persons to provide all information required for the performance of
its duties, including grouped information about certain categories of
transactions or activities of domestic or foreign natural or legal
persons or entities. In serious cases and at its own discretion, the
FIU may also carry out unannounced checks of public services or in
organizations and enterprises of the public sector, cooperating, if
necessary, with the relevant competent authorities.
The Hellenic FIU contact responsible for responding to inquiries
from law enforcement authorities:
Konstantinos Papastergiou
Police Captain
Law[…]Natural persons who intentionally violate the duty of confidentiality
shall be punished by imprisonment of at least three months and by a
pecuniary fine.
14

As foreseen by Article 26 of Law 3691/2008 (the AML Law).
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Department of International Relations
Hellenic Financial Intelligence Unit
Address: Piraeus 207 & Alkifronos 92, Athens 11853
Tel.: 210 340 1908
Email: k.papastergiou@hellenic-FIU.gr
3. Customer Due Diligence Documents
According to the AML Law, obligated persons are required to apply
customer due diligence and enhanced customer due diligence
measures and keep all relevant documents and records.15 These
documents and records constitute an important source of
information for investigators. Greek authorities may seek such
documents pursuant to Article 26(1)(b) of the AML Law, which
stipulates that obligated persons16 and their staff (including
managers) shall promptly furnish anti-money laundering authorities
or other relevant authorities with all necessary information
provided for by the AML Law.
4. Safe Deposit Boxes, Loans and Credit Cards
The Registry currently does not cover safe deposit boxes17, loans
and credit cards. Hence, such requests have to be sent to the banks
following the traditional procedure outside the Registry.
5. Securities, Derivative Products, and Mutual Funds
Requests for information, regarding securities and derivative
products, can be sent to the Athens Exchange Group18 as well as

15

As foreseen by Articles 13, 17, and 19 of Law 3691/2008.

16

For a list of obligated persons under the AML Law, please refer to Article
5 of the Law.
17

In the replies, received through the Registry system, of one of the four
major commercial banks, there is a code indicating the existence of other
products, and possibly a safe deposit box, however it could be another
item (e.g. a credit card).
18

https://www.helex.gr/web/guest/home
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the company ATHEXCSD S.A. There are central data systems
regarding securities and derivative products.
The Hellenic Capital Market Commission19 can accommodate
requests regarding securities and derivative products as well as
mutual funds. Requests for information, regarding securities,
derivative products and mutual funds should be also sent to banks,
as many bank customers invest in such products through their bank.
Athens Exchange Group
110 Athens Avenue, Athens 104 42
Tel: +30 210 3366800
Fax: +30 210 3366101
Email: protocol@athexgroup.gr
Hellenic Capital Market Commission (HCMC) str., 105 62
Athens
Tel: +30 210 3377100
HCMC Thessaloniki Regional Office., 546 25 Thessaloniki
Tel: +30 2310 224010
Contact person: Mr A. Tsoukalas
6. Life Insurance Portfolios
The supervisory duties regarding life insurance portfolios are carried
out by the Department of Private Insurance Supervision (DEIA) of
the Bank of Greece.20 Requests for information relating to life
insurance portfolios may be sent to the DEIA as well as to banks, as
many bank customers invest in such products through their bank.
Greek authorities may make inquires with DEIA:
Bank of Greece
Department of Private Insurance Supervision (DEIA)
Address: 21 E. Venizelos Avenue, GR 102 50 Athens
Tel: +30 210 320 1111
Fax: +30 210 323 2239 (or +30 210 323 2816)
19

http://www.hcmc.gr/en_US/web/portal/home

20

http://www.bankofgreece.gr/Pages/en/deia/default.aspx
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7. Inquiries relating to Companies
To gather information relating to business transactions or the
financial situation of companies and business, authorities may
access databases maintained by AADE. Such databases include,
among others, TAXIS and ELENXIS. Authorities may also obtain
information from a General Commercial Registry (GEMI) which
contains information on companies and businesses at the national
level21. The Central Service of GEMI operates within the Central
Union of Chambers in Greece (ΚΕΕΕ).22 The General Secretariat of
Commerce and Consumer Protection23 of the Ministry of Economy
and Development24 also supervises the functioning of GEMI.
Central Union of Chambers in Greece (KEEE)
Address: Akadimias 6, 10671 Athens
Tel: +30 210 3387104 , (-106)
Email: keeuhcci@uhc.gr
General Secretariat of Commerce and Consumer
Protection
Address: Plateia Kaniggos, 101 81 Athens
Email: gge@gge.gr
8. Real Estate
Investigators may consult the real estate & property tax electronic
database (E9 – ENFIA) of AADE. The database allows fast real estate
inquires at the national level. However, this is a “derivative”
database whose accuracy depends also on taxpayer declarations. A
new Cadastre system is currently being developed and is expected
to be completed in 2020.25 The Cadastre will be operated by the
National Cadastre and Mapping Agency and will contain all data
21

http://www.businessportal.gr/

22

http://www.uhc.gr/newsite/index.php?menu=main_menu&page=home

23

http://www.gge.gr/

24

http://www.mindev.gov.gr/

25

http://www.ktimatologio.gr/aboutus/Pages/htSwFsW1ELgXfYD8.aspx
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relating to each individual property. For the time being, requests
can be also sent to the specific Cadastre offices and/or the
Registrations and Mortgages offices, provided that there is some
information also regarding the location of item(s) of real property.
The contact information for AADE is the following:
AADE
Address: Kar. Servias 10, 101 84 Athens
Tel: +30 210 337 5000, +30 213 152 5000
For the National Cadastre and Mapping Agency, authorities may
contact:
Athens

Thessaloniki

Address: 288
Messogion
Ave. 155 62
Athens

Address: 136
Tsimiski Street,
546 21
Thessaloniki

Tel: +30 210
6505600

Tel: +30 2310
370500

Fax: +30 210
6505949

Fax:+30 2310
370513

9. Vehicles, Planes, Helicopters and Shipping Vessels
Regarding vehicles, the Hellenic Ministry of Transportation has a
vehicles database which is made available also to other authorities.
Further, AADE has a vehicles database containing also information
on payments of traffic charges for vehicles.
The Civil Aviation Authority (YPA)26 has a public database (νηολόγιο
αεροσκαφών) of civil aircrafts (including helicopters), their owners
and commercial users.27 Investigators may submit a request to YPA

26

http://www.ypa.gr/

27

http://www.ypa.gr/el/flight-safety/aircraft-register
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if they need more detailed information. The contact information for
the YPA is the following:
Civil Aviation Authority
Address: Vasileos Georgiou 1, Helliniko T.K. 16604
Tel: +30 210 8916000
Email: ypa@hcaa.gr
Fax: +30 210 8947101
Telex: 21444
Unlike its counterparts in other countries,28 the Ministry of Shipping
& Island Policy has no electronic database regarding vessels.
Therefore, it is currently not possible to obtain reliable information
from a database on whether a natural or legal person owns a vessel
in the country. However, investigators can submit general requests
to the Central Service of the Ministry of Shipping and Island Policy. If
specific enough information is available, the request can be sent to
the competent Port Authority. The contact information for the
Central Service of the Ministry is the following:
Ministry of Shipping and Island Policy
Address: Gate E1 – E2, Piraeus P.C. 185 10
Tel: +30 213 137 1700 (or +30 213 1374700)
Fax: +30 210 419 1561 (or +30 210 419 1562)
Email: info@yen.gr or ddy.b@yna.gov.gr
10. High Value Movable Items and Cash
Individuals obligated to submit asset declarations (e.g. public
officials) have to provide information also regarding: (i) high value
movable items that exceed EUR 30 000 (e.g. jewellery, precious
stones, works of art, etc.)29; and (i) cash of EUR 15 000 or more (or
the equivalent in foreign currencies). Greek authorities without
28

For examples, authorities in Argentina maintain a national register of
boats under its flag (Prefectura Naval de Argentina). The French Customs
maintains a public register of boat owners in that country.
29

The individuals obligated to submit asset declarations have to report
high value movable items (e.g. paintings, jewellery, etc.) that exceed EUR
30 000.
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access to AADE’s databases may request from AADE information
regarding annual tax declarations and information on movable
items with a value in excess of EUR 10 000. Authorities may find
such declarations to be useful as they often reveal increases in
assets that are not in line with an individual’s declared income.
In addition, all taxpayers are obliged to declare in their annual tax
declarations: (a) new purchases in the respective year and (b) leases
of movable items, if these items exceed EUR 10 000. The same
obligation exists for the following assets, irrespective of the
value/price: vehicles, vessels, aircrafts, shares, businesses,
companies, securities, real estate including swimming pools, loans
given to any party, grants given to any party (other than the Greek
State) of EUR 300 or more, and loan repayments. Taxpayers are also
required to justify/prove the legitimate source of the respective
funds. Failure to declare constitutes a tax violation and potentially a
penal offence.
High value movable items and cash, and also securities, are often
hidden in safe deposit boxes. The investigative team should find out
at an early stage whether an investigated person has (or had) a safe
deposit box.
To obtain tax records for individuals and businesses, authorities
would contact AADE:
AADE
Address: Kar. Servias 10, 101 84 Athens
Tel: +30 210 337 5000, +30 213 152 5000
Practical Tip: Comparing Assets
Investigators should compare declared assets with assets actually
owned and used by the individuals obligated to submit asset
declarations (e.g. bank account balances, transactions) as such a
practice often reveals discrepancies which would lead to evidence
of illicit activity.
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11. Search Powers
The execution of a search warrant allows investigative authorities to
gather valuable evidence and intelligence regarding assets.30
Article 253 of the Greek Code of Penal Procedure (CPP) allows for
searches when an investigation is in progress (preliminary,
preparatory or main investigation) which concerns a felony or
misdemeanour offence as long as it can be reasonably assumed that
the search will advance efforts that would allow for restitution
and/or compensation relating to an offence. Searches of private
residences must be conducted in the presence of a prosecutor or
judge.

C. FREEZING OF ASSETS
Greek authorities involved in asset recovery should consistently
think of how to secure the proceeds and the instrumentalities
derived from criminal offences they are investigating. This involves
proactive and reactive investigative techniques and understanding
the steps that must be taken to quickly freeze or seize assets. As a
preliminary rule, all investigators and officials should immediately
notify the competent prosecutorial authority once illicit assets have
been identified. This is the case with respect to both preliminary
investigations and preparatory examinations, as well as during
general asset tracing activity that may not have prosecutorial
involvement. This is very important in order such illicit assets to be
frozen before they disappear or are dissipated, injected into the
legal economy, or used to commit other offences. What is more,
according to Article 37(1) CPP, all investigative officers have to
report, without any delay, to the competent prosecutor any piece of
information, they receive or obtain in any way, about a punishable
offence. Under Article 37(2) CPP, all other types of civil servants
must also transmit information they receive about a punishable
offence during the performance of their duties to the competent
prosecutor.
30

Asset Recovery Handbook: Guide for Practitioners, Stolen Asset
Recovery Initiative (World Bank & UNODC) (2011), p. 54.
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Additionally, in the context of preparatory examinations,
prosecutors shall apply for a freezing order before the competent
Court of First Instance as soon as possible. In main investigations, an
investigative judge shall refer to the competent prosecutors
immediately in order to obtain a freezing order.
As a general matter, in order to obtain a freezing order there must
be well founded suspicions that the assets subject to freezing are
linked to criminal activity. Currently, there are five legislative
provisions that allow the freezing of assets obtained through
corruption: AML Law Article 48, Law 2523/1997, Law 3296/2004,
Law 4022/2011, Article 6(3) of Law 2713/1999.and Law 4312/2014.
The provisions differ in scope, time limits, and the need for
prosecutorial or judicial authorisation.
1. Article 48 AML Law
Article 48(1) of the AML Law allows for the freezing of suspected
proceeds of crime found at a credit or financial institution,
including: (i) bank accounts; (ii) securities; (iii) financial accounts;
and (iv) safe deposit boxes (which can be opened for an inspection).
There must be a reasonable suspicion that such assets derive from
corrupt acts.
When the freezing is sought during a preliminary examination or a
preparatory examination, the application must be made before the
competent Judicial Council. In the context of a main investigation,
the investigative judge is required to obtain the authorization of the
competent prosecutor. The decree issued by the Judicial Council or
the order issued by the investigative judge shall have the effect of a
seizure report and is executed on an ex parte basis (without
informing the accused or interested third party).
According to Article 48(5) of the AML Law, the FIU may, in
emergencies, freeze assets or order the prohibition of sale or
transfer of assets. After doing so, the FIU must transmit the case file
to the competent prosecutorial body.
In case of a preliminary investigation or a preparatory examination
practitioners should be sure to seek a freezing order without any
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delay, as decrees of the judicial councils on such applications can
take up to three months, which could lead to the loss of the asset.31
Practical Tip: Prepare for Freezing Orders in
Advance
Decisions on freezing applications can take up to three months,
during which time assets may disappear or be moved. In order to
minimise such risk, practitioners should remain proactive and
anticipate the need to apply for a freezing order by preparing draft
applications that contain up to date information on the
investigation and which can be submitted to the relevant judicial
authority immediately upon the identification of relevant assets.
2. Article 2(6) Law 4022/2011
Under Article 2(6) of Law 4022/2011, investigative judges in charge
of serious corruption offences may freeze accounts and related
assets. While Article 2(6) does not explicitly provide that such orders
are ex parte in nature, they should be executed without giving prior
notice to the accused in order to ensure that the assets sought are
not moved or disappeared.
3. Article 17(8)(A) Law 2523/1997
Article 17A(8) of Law 2523/1997 gives the ECP the power to freeze
assets (accounts, safe deposit boxes and immovable and movable
assets) for up to one year after which time the order may be
renewed by a decree of the competent Judicial Council. The
freezing order may be amended or revoked if new evidence is
found.
4. Article 30(5)(e) of Law 3296/2004
The Financial and Economic Crime Police (“SDOE”) under the
Ministry of Finance has its own power to freeze assets pursuant to

31

Consultation meeting with Thessaloniki PPACC, February 2017.
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Article 30(5)(e) of Law 3296/2004.32 The Council of State (the
supreme administrative court in Greece) has declared Article
30(5)(e) unconstitutional,33 and it should therefore not be applied.
Rather, SDOE officials should instead apply the current AML Law
Article 48.
5. Article 6(3) of Law 2713/1999
The Internal Affairs Directorate of the Hellenic Police, when
conducting a preliminary investigation or a preparatory
examination, also has the authority to request the freezing of assets
pursuant to Article 6(3) of Law 2713/1999. In such cases, the order
of the competent prosecutor or the decree of the competent
Judicial Council is executed on an ex parte basis.
6. Article 2 (2) of Law 4312/2014
The provision is relevant for both freezing and seizure. It does not
affect or influence the powers of the State as such or provide for a
new freezing or seizure procedure and it is therefore applicable only
if a freezing and/or seizure order has already been issued. Article
2(2) stipulates that if the suspect or accused consents on a
voluntary basis to pay the sum of money to the Greek State that
was initially the object of the freezing or seizure order, the freezing
or seizure is lifted.
32

Freezing, in special cases of securing the interests of the State or in cases of
economic crime and extensive tax evasion and smuggling, of bank accounts and
assets by a document of the head of the competent Regional Directorate of SDOE
informing about this action, within twenty-four (24) hours, the competent public
prosecutor.
33

See Decisions No. 3316/2014 and 1260/2015. The Council of State found
the provisions unconstitutional because: (i) there are no specific
requirements in the provisions to order SDOE to proceed to the freezing of
bank accounts and assets; (ii) the wording of the provisions is vague;
(iii) there are no time limits for the duration of the freezing; (iv) there are
no requirements regarding proportionality (i.e. the value of the bank
accounts/assets that SDOE can freeze in relation to the potential
damage/loss of the State); and, (v) there is no set procedure to lift the
freezing.
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D. SEIZURE OF ASSETS
1. Articles 260 et seq. Greek Code of Penal Procedure
Investigative judges as well as general and special investigative
officers, may, pursuant to Article 260 CPP, seize asset (securities)
certificates in banks and other institutions, and (2) inspect the
correspondence and activity logs held by a bank or other types of
financial institution in order to locate the items to be seized. Article
263(1) CPP enables the competent judge – regardless of the
procedural phase of a case - to order the seizure of assets,
documents or other types of objects if the seizure of objects or
documents related to the crime was either not possible or not
believed to be necessary during the course of the investigation.
2. Article 243(2) of the Greek Code of Penal Procedure
When investigative officers are faced with an emergency situation in
the framework of a preliminary investigation or otherwise witnesses
the commission of a penal offence, Article 243(2) CPP provides that
said officers shall conduct all preliminary investigative acts
(including the seizure of assets or other related items) without a
prior order of a public prosecutor. In such cases, the officer shall
notify the public prosecutor by the fastest means possible, and shall
submit to him, without delay, the reports (e.g. seizure report) that
have been drafted.
3. Article 147(8) of Law 2960/2001 (Hellenic Customs Code)
Article 147(8) of Law 2960/200134 allows the discretionary freezing
by the competent customs authority of cash over EUR 10 000
entering or leaving the European Community that has not been
disclosed under Article 3 of Regulation 1889/2005. The cash may be
held for three months while an investigation takes place. There is no
explicit provision allowing for an extension of the seizure period.

34

Para. 8 of Article 147 of the Customs Code (Law 2960/2001) was added
by para. 2 of Article 24 of Law 3610/2007.
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E. MANAGEMENT OF ASSETS
Asset management concerns the maintenance of assets that have
been seized or frozen but not yet confiscated.35 The purpose of
management is to preserve the assets for evidentiary purposes,
eventual confiscation, or return to the owner if confiscation is not
ordered. However, there is no proper asset management
programme in Greece. On the other hand, to a limited extent the
CPP covers the administration of assets which have already been
confiscated. As such, Article 266(1) CPP requires practitioners to
ensure that:


Confiscated assets are transferred to the physical custody of
the court clerk. If this is not possible, the investigating official
shall appoint a competent and trustworthy custodian;



Money or other valuables are deposited with the
Consignments, Deposits and Loans Fund according to the
provisions applicable to its operations;



The relevant delivery report (the document governing the
transfer and custody of the confiscated asset) refers to the
custodian’s obligation to secure the assets and to surrender the
same whenever requested by the competent court authority.

Practitioners should be aware that Law 251/1976 provides for the
transfer of assets to Greek state institutions or municipal bodies for
social re-use, allowing for any corporate movable items, especially
vehicles, ships, and machinery to be transferred for socially
beneficial uses. Similarly, Article 180 of Law 4270/2014 allows the
Greek state to spend funds deriving from criminal activities on
education, research, health, training, and social solidarity
programmes. However, these provisions concern the use of assets
after they have been confiscated, i.e. after the Greek state acquires
35

These guidelines do not cover assets that have already been ordered
confiscated by a court or whose title has otherwise passed to the State
(e.g. as envisioned in Article 180 of Law 4270/2014 and Articles 1-7 (other
than Article 1(1)) of Law 4312/2014). For guidance on the management of
such assets, please refer to the abovementioned provisions.
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ownership to the assets. Strictly speaking, they do not concern asset
management, which deals with the maintenance of assets after
seizure but before confiscation.
Lastly, Article 1(1) of Law 4312/2014 introduces an asset
management process relative to cash and bank accounts. More
specifically, the authority that has issued the relevant freezing or
seizure order may order that the frozen or seized funds be
deposited in a bill to the Consignments, Deposits and Loans Fund, as
a pecuniary claim against the suspect or accused. The provision
applies also to corruption related offences.

F. CONFISCATION OF ASSETS
After tracing and securing assets, the next step is to confiscate
assets, i.e. transfer title to the assets from a private individual to the
state. This section provides practitioners with an overview of the
various provisions under Greek law that allow different types of
confiscation.
1. Conviction-based Confiscation
As its name suggests, conviction-based confiscation allows property
to be confiscated when an individual has been convicted of a
criminal offence. Greece has three provisions that provide for
conviction-based confiscation, namely Penal Code (PC) Articles 76
and 238, and Article 46 of Law 3691/2008 on anti-money laundering
(AML Law). Before launching the confiscation process, practitioners
should confirm that the type of confiscation that they seek is
available under the applicable provision, according to the corruption
offence in question.


Article 76 PC: Greek practitioners should apply Article 76 PC in
all corruption cases (given that it applies to all felonies and
misdemeanours offences found in the PC). Under Article 76(1)
PC, Greek practitioners may seek the confiscation of direct and
indirect proceeds as well as instrumentalities of corruption
crimes, so long as such assets belong to the convicted offender
or his or her accomplices. Therefore, Greek practitioners must
show proof of ownership, meaning that simply demonstrating
possession is insufficient to meet the applicable standard.
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Practitioners may also apply Article 76(5) to confiscate assets
belonging to legal persons. Specifically, Article 76(5) provides
for confiscation against a legal person when a legal person
receives an asset knowing that said asset resulted from a crime
and that the purpose of the transfer of the asset was to avoid
confiscation.36


Article 238 PC: Article applies to most corruption crimes.
However, when seeking to confiscate the instrumentalities of
corruption crimes, practitioners should apply Article 76 as
Article 238 is silent on the issue. Additionally, Article 238 does
not explicitly provide for confiscation of assets belonging to
third parties (e.g. non-bona fide parties).



AML Law Article 46: Greek practitioners may apply Article 46 of
the AML Law in order to confiscate assets in cases of money
laundering or listed predicate offences, but should only do so
when Articles 76 and 238 PC are inapplicable. Unlike Article 238
PC, Article 46 provides for confiscation against non-bona fide
third parties, but only explicitly allows for such confiscation
when the assets in question were transferred to an “heir” after
confiscation has been ordered.

2. Confiscation in Civil Proceedings
Greek law provides for confiscation under civil proceedings in two
cases. Public authorities should be aware that they can obtain a
confiscation order, either: (i) as a civil plaintiff in penal proceedings
according to Articles 63, 64, 65(2), 66 CPP; or (ii) as a plaintiff in civil
proceedings, notably under Articles 914 and 932 of the Civil Code
(CC). Practitioners should make recourse to civil confiscation, since
the standard of proof is lower than criminal cases, in which case
they should contact the Legal Council of State to institute
36

To determine knowledge, the competent court should assess if such knowledge
was shared by one of the following individuals connected to the legal person:
(i) the legal representative of the legal person; (ii) the natural person authorised to
make decisions on the exercise of control; or, (iii) a natural person who exercises,
on a de facto basis, the responsibilities mentioned in the first two categories.
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proceedings. Practitioners should take into consideration that the
standard of proof is lower in civil than criminal proceedings, which
usually ranges from a preponderance of the evidence to near
certainty. The standard of proof required in order to obtain a
criminal conviction may be difficult to obtain as the applicable
standard is that of proof beyond reasonable doubt.
Practitioners may also consider launching civil proceedings under
the CC before the Civil Courts to seek compensation for corruption,
especially where penal proceedings cannot be instituted or a
prosecution does not go forward (e.g. due to the statute of
limitations or the death of the defendant).
Article 53 of the United Nations Convention against Corruption
applies regarding the possibility for other States parties to the
Convention to seek asset recovery in Greece. I would also
respectively allow the Greek authorities to recover assets abroad.
Therefore, reference to Article 53 UNCAC would not be relevant for
Greek practitioners seeking to carry out asset recovery measures
domestically in Greece.
3. Value-based Confiscation and Pecuniary Penalty in Lieu of
Confiscation
In cases where the actual proceeds or instrumentalities of a
corruption crime are no longer available or cannot be located,
Greek law provides for the confiscation of equivalent value of
assets. Therefore, in such cases they should seek value-based
confiscation under Article 76 (3) PC, naming an amount of money
owed by the accused.
Article 76(3) PC provides the following: “If the objects or assets
referred to in paragraph 1 no longer exist or have not been found,
the court may impose a confiscation (surrogate confiscation) on
assets of the offender of an equal value at the time the decision of
conviction is issued.”
Practitioners should also make recourse to the exceptional provision
for a pecuniary penalty in lieu of confiscation under Article 76(4) PC.
They should do so only if either of the following are applicable: (i)
full confiscation would be disproportionate, for example when it
causes the convicted person or a third party excessive and
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irreparable damage, or risks depriving them of property which
supports their basic livelihood; (ii) the abovementioned assets are
lost, no longer exist or belong to a third party; or (iii) the existing
assets fall short of the value of the said assets or proceeds.
In corruption crimes covered by Articles 238 PC and 46 AML Law,
practitioners may also seek value-based confiscation. Article 238(2)
PC provides for value confiscation if the assets belong to a third
party and cannot be found or confiscated, as well as pecuniary
penalty in the aforementioned scenario (iii). Article 47(2) AML Law
also provides for value-based confiscation in these cases.
4. Confiscation of Third-Party Assets
Practitioners should be aware that confiscation of third-party assets
is provided under Greek law, taking into consideration third-party
interests. If the offender passes away, Article 76(6) PC provides for
confiscation that is ordered against an individual while he/she is
alive and the property subsequently passes to an “heir”. Article
76(5) PC addresses confiscation of property in the possession of
non-bona fide third parties, i.e. individuals who have received the
property knowing that it was proceeds of crime, and also knowing
that the reason of the transfer was to avoid confiscation, e.g. when
the transfer or acquisition of the asset was made in exchange or in
return for a price substantially lower than its market value.
Article 46 AML Law also provides for confiscation against non-bona
fide third parties, if they were aware of the predicate offence or the
offences referred to in Article 2 of the AML Law (i.e. the money
laundering offences) at the time of their acquisition
Article 76(5) PC provides:
“Confiscation is ordered against a third person on objects
or assets that were transferred, directly or indirectly, from
the offender to the third person or were acquired by
him/her or came under his ownership in a different way, if
when the third person acquired the assets was aware that
they may emanate from an offence, as well as that the
reason of the transfer consisted in avoiding confiscation.
Awareness, according to the previous sentence, must
derive from the combination of different elements,
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including in particular that the transfer or acquisition of the
asset was made in exchange or in return for a price
substantially lower than its market value or than a price
that would have been agreed according to the common
practice in respective social relations. The confiscation is
imposed against the third party only if confiscation of the
counterpart for the transfer or alternative confiscation
cannot be imposed against the offender […].”
Article 46(1) of Law 3691/2008 provides:
“[…]Confiscation shall be imposed even if the assets or
means belong to a third party, provided that such party was
aware of the predicate offence or the offences referred to
in Article 2 at the time of their acquisition. The provisions of
this paragraph shall also apply in cases of attempt to
commit the above offences […].”
5. Extended Confiscation
In cases of extended confiscation practitioners should apply Article
47 (1) AML Law, which provides the following:
“The State may, on an opinion from the State Legal Council,
raise a claim before the competent civil courts against
anyone irrevocably convicted to at least three years of
imprisonment of an offence referred to Article 47(2) AML
Law, in order to any other assets acquired by him through
another offence referred to in the same paragraph (i.e.
para 2), even if no criminal proceedings were instituted for
such offence because of death of the offender or if
prosecution was terminated or declared inadmissible.”
6. Non-Conviction based Confiscation
Non-conviction based confiscation is provided for under Article
46(3) AML Law and Article 76(6) PC. Under Article 46(3) AML Law,
practitioners may only apply the provision when the offender has
died or the prosecution has concluded or is “inadmissible” (e.g.
time-barred).
Article 76(6) PC provides for non-conviction based confiscation in
cases where the public order is endangered (e.g. explosives, etc.).
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However, the application of this provision in corruption cases is
likely rare. Article 76(6) further provides that where there is no prior
conviction or a prosecution was not possible, confiscation may, at
the prosecutor's proposal, be ordered by the court that handled the
case or the court of first instance.
Article 46(3) of the AML Law stipulates the following:
“Confiscation shall be ordered even where no criminal
proceedings have been initiated because of death of the
offender or where prosecution was terminated or declared
inadmissible. In these cases, confiscation shall be ordered
by a decree of the competent judicial council or by a
decision of the court that terminated the prosecution or
declared it as inadmissible, and if no criminal proceedings
have been instituted, confiscation shall be ordered by a
decree of the competent judicial council of
misdemeanours. The provisions of Articles 492 and 504(3)
of the Code of Penal Procedure shall also apply by way of
analogy to this case.”
Article 76(6) PC provides:
“The confiscation of the objects referred to in paragraph 1
shall be obligatory to the detriment of the holder, even
without the conviction of a certain person for the act
committed, if by their nature they pose a danger to the
public order. […]. If there is no prior conviction of a certain
person, or there could be no prosecution , the confiscation
would either be ordered by the court that handled the case
or the court of first instance , at the prosecutor's proposal.”
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II. INTERNATIONAL ASSET RECOVERY
In many cases, asset recovery and international cooperation go
hand in hand because criminal actors frequently move assets across
borders to avoid detection. The present section focuses on the
resources, networks, and international legal instruments available
to Greek authorities seeking to identify, trace, freeze, seize,
confiscate, and ultimately repatriate assets obtained through
criminal activity, as well as property, equipment or other
instrumentalities used in such activity, that are located abroad.
While this section focuses specifically on asset recovery,
practitioners who need general guidance on international
cooperation may consult the OECD Guidelines to Practitioners on
Seeking Mutual Legal Assistance in Corruption Cases (OECD MLA
Guidelines). The OECD MLA Guidelines cover a wide array of issues
relating to MLA and provide practitioners with useful resources
including a model MLA request template.

A. GETTING STARTED: INFORMAL COOPERATION AND
INFORMATION EXCHANGE
During the course of a corruption investigation, Greek authorities
will often come across evidence of criminal conduct or suspicious
behaviour of an international dimension. Knowing how to trace
assets at the international level and which specialised entities can
offer assistance can be a determining factor in creating a successful
outcome. Various informal channels of co-operation are available to
Greek practitioners when investigating criminal activity and when
tracing assets, as described below.
1. Hellenic Asset Recovery Office
Greece’s national Asset Recovery Office (ARO)37 is housed within
SDOE,38 and is responsible for carrying out the following functions
37

Asset Recovery Offices are authorities within national administrations
that facilitate the tracing and identification of proceeds of crime and other
crime related property for the purposes of facilitating their freezing,
seizure or confiscation both domestically and overseas.
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with regard to international asset recovery: (i) tracing and
identifying proceeds of crime through cooperation with AROs of
other EU Member States pursuant to EU Council Decision
2007/845/JHA; (ii) acting as national contact point for the Camden
Asset Recovery Interagency Network (CARIN);39 and (iii) cooperating
generally with foreign counterparts for the purpose of detecting
assets related to criminal activity which may be the subject of MLA
requests for freezing, seizure or confiscation.
Greek authorities in need of such assistance should contact the
Hellenic ARO to discuss investigative steps already taken and to
identify the specific type of assistance required.40 The Hellenic ARO
will then submit a request to the national ARO of the relevant EU
Member State and transmit the response to the requesting Greek
authority. In cases not involving EU Member States, the ARO may
also engage in direct information exchange to facilitate the
measures required by Greek authorities. Law enforcement officials
who wish to use these channels should contact:
Financial and Economic Crime Unit (SDOE)
Directorate for Strategic Planning and Planning of Research
Department D
38

Established pursuant to Article 88(2) of Law 3842/2010 (amended by
Article 1 of Law 4254/2014).
39

CARIN is an informal network of contacts and a cooperative group
focused on tracing and confiscating the proceeds of crime. It is a network
of practitioners from 53 jurisdictions. Requests information between
CARIN contact points may include, among other things: (i) general
information on the possibilities and options relating to asset recovery
measures in the foreign jurisdiction; (ii) providing intelligence that may
provide additional leads or be used to further investigations.
40

Article 3(2) of EU Council Decision 2007/845/JHA, provides that the
requesting ARO shall: (i) specify the object of and the reasons for the
request and the nature of the proceedings; (ii) provide details on property
targeted or sought (bank accounts, real estate, cars, yachts and other high
value items) and/or the natural or legal persons presumed to be involved
(e.g. names, addresses, dates and places of birth, date of registration,
shareholders, headquarters).
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Hellenic Ministry of Finance
207 Pireos Street & 92 Alkifronos Street,
Athens 118 53
Tel: +30 210 340 1007
FAX. +30 210 341 1022
Email: aro-sdoe@1968.syzefxis.gov.gr
For further information: Chaido Veliouri
2. International Police Cooperation Directorate
Through the International Police Cooperation Directorate (IPCD) of
the Hellenic Police, Greek law enforcement authorities may seek
information from foreign partners and organisations for the
purpose of tracing and identifying assets. Specifically, Article 8 of
Presidential Decree 178/2014, governs practitioners’ access to three
channels: (i) INTERPOL; (ii) EUROPOL; and, (iii) SIRENE
(Supplementary Information Request at the National Entries).


INTERPOL Athens: Enables Greek law enforcement authorities
to request information from foreign INTERPOL agencies to
determine the location and ownership of assets. Such requests
may involve the exchange of financial information and
registration records for vehicles, property, and other types of
assets believed to be connected to criminal activity.



EUROPOL National Unit: The IPCD may, on behalf of Greek
authorities, submit requests for information and intelligence to
other EUROPOL national units and EUROPOL itself. The IPCD
may also action the Greece’s liaison officer assigned to
EUROPOL, who often have access to other national units and
are able to facilitate the rapid exchange of information,
including requests to trace assets or other types of financial
activity.



SIRENE Department: The IPCD also has access to the Schengen
Information System (SIS)41 which contains useful information

41

Council Decision 2007/533/JHA of 12 June 2007 on the establishment,
operation and use of the second generation Schengen Information System
(SIS II), OJ, L 205/63, 7.8.2007.
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and possible leads for the purpose of asset tracing, such as
activity involving vehicles, boats, aircrafts, containers, firearms,
stolen documents, banknotes, and other types of property.
Practitioners should contact the following divisions to seek
assistance:
International Police Cooperation Directorate (DDAS) of the
Hellenic Police: P. Kanellopoulou 4, Athens 101 77, Tel.:
210-6988117, Email: registry@ipcd.gr. Additional
information is on its website.
Europol National Unit: P. Kanellopoulou 4, Athens 101 77,
Tel.: 210-6984286, Email: europol@astynomia.gr
Interpol Athens: Leof. Athinon & Antigonis 2-4, Athens
10442, Tel.: 210-5103540, 210-6448888, Email:
athens.interpol@astynomia.gr
SIRENE Department: P. Kanellopoulou 4, Athens 101 77,
Tel.: 210-6998262 (on a 24/7 basis), 210-6998263, Fax: 2106998264, 210-6998265, Email: sirene@sirene.gov.gr

3. European Judicial Co-operation Unit (Eurojust) and European
Judicial Network (EJN)
Eurojust was set up in 2002 to facilitate co-ordination and to
support criminal investigations and prosecutions among EU
Member States.42 It consists of a national member from each EU
Member State. Eurojust also has co-operation agreements and
contact points with many non-EU countries. Greece’s Eurojust
National Member is:
Paraskevas Adamis
P.O. Box 16183
2500 BD The Hague
Netherlands
42

European Council Decision 2002/187/JHA as amended. See also Eurojust
Report on Asset Recovery, including Freezing and Confiscation (2014).
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Tel: +31 70 412 5180
Email: padamis@eurojust.europa.eu
The European Judicial Network (EJN) is a network of national
contact points for facilitating judicial cooperation in criminal
matters. On EJN’s website, a Judicial Atlas provides information on
the appropriate authority for receiving MLA requests related to
asset-recovery relate in 37 countries. The Fiches Belges tool
provides summaries of legal information on freezing, seizure and
confiscation measures in EJN member countries. Greece’s National
Correspondent for EJN is:
Ms. Maria MALOUHOU
Appeals Prosecutor and Head of the MLA Department
Athens Court of Appeals Prosecutor’s Office
K. Loukareos 14, Athens 11475
Tel: 210-6404229, 210-6404655, 210-6404612
Email: cpejn1@otenet.gr
4. Tax Authorities
Greek tax authorities may be able to provide financial information
about individuals and companies that is located overseas. An
increasing number of international instruments allow tax
information to be exchanged for use in investigations of serious
crimes, including corruption.43 This includes the Convention on
Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters of the OECD and
Council of Europe to which Greece is party.44 Law enforcement
officials who wish to use these channels should contact:
Mr. Odysseas Pylalis
International Economic Relations Directorate
Independent Authority for Public Revenue (IAPR)

43

OECD MLA Typology, pp. 57-62. See Chapter III, Section I of Convention
on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters of the OECD and
Council of Europe.
44

OECD (2015), Greece Phase 3bis Report, para. 158.
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8 Kar. Servias Street, 10184 Athens, Greece
Email: ypoik@otenet.gr
5. Hellenic Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU)
The Hellenic FIU is a valuable source of intelligence for Greek
practitioners in need of asset tracing investigative assistance. The
Hellenic FIU regularly and rapidly exchanges information with
foreign FIUs through real-time platforms and networks (e.g. Egmont
Group, FIU-Net), allowing it to request and obtain information on
financial transactions and cross-border activity. For purposes of
tracing assets located overseas, practitioners may resort to FIU for
the following types of assistance: (i) obtaining suspicious transaction
reports collected by foreign FIUs; (ii) obtaining other types of
financial activity reports (e.g. cross-border transportation of
currency or bearer negotiable instruments); and, in some cases (iii)
freezing or blocking transactions related to money laundering.45
Generally, information obtained from a foreign FIU may be provided
to Greek law enforcement authorities only with the consent of the
foreign FIU. Consent is usually provided in a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) between the FIUs or as a separate
agreement.46 Currently, the Hellenic FIU has 11 such MOUs.47 Even
in the absence of an MOU, Greek practitioners should nonetheless
seek assistance as a foreign FIU may still have the discretion to grant
a request or otherwise have an interest in providing the requested
intelligence.48 The Hellenic FIU may also informally obtain
information through other channels such as FIU-Net.
45

See Article 47 of the Warsaw Convention of 2005. For additional
information, please refer to Section B on Mutual Legal Assistance.
46

OECD MLA Typology, pp. 62-68.

47

Ukraine, , Panama, Israel, Lebanon, Georgia, Moldova, Australia, Albania,
the Philippines, Russia, Mexico. .
48

For example, representatives of the Hellenic FIU have previously stated
that they do not consider the existence of an MOU essential in order to
exchange information with foreign FIUs. This could well be the case with
foreign FIUs as well.
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The Hellenic FIU contact responsible for responding to inquiries
from law enforcement authorities may be found above (Tracing of
Assets Section – Suspicious Transaction Reports).

B. MUTUAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE
After deciding that mutual legal assistance (MLA) should be sought,
the next step is to select the appropriate legal framework. The
choice depends on whether the framework covers the foreign
country from which MLA is sought, and whether the framework
provides the type of assistance sought. For issues related to asset
recovery in corruption cases, the following options are available:
(a)

Bilateral MLA treaties and non-treaty requests

(b)
Council of Europe Convention on Laundering,
Search, Seizure and Confiscation of Proceeds from Crime
and on the Financing of Terrorism (Warsaw Convention of
2005)
(c)
Council of Europe Convention on Laundering,
Search, Seizure and Confiscation of the Proceeds of Crime
(Convention of 1990)
(d)
EU Framework Decision 2003/577/JHA on the
Execution of Orders Freezing Property or Evidence
(e)
EU Framework Decision 2006/783/JHA on the
Application of the Principle of Mutual Recognition to
Confiscation Orders
(f)
United Nations Convention against Corruption
(UNCAC)
(g)
United Nations Convention against Transnational
Organised Crime (UNTOC)
(h)

OECD Anti-Bribery Convention

(i)

European Investigation Orders

The abovementioned instruments contain useful guidance for Greek
practitioners in the area of MLA, such as the content and language
of MLA requests, the grounds on which a requested State may
refuse to execute an MLA request, and evidentiary standards and
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limitations on the use of assistance provided. Practitioners must be
aware of such provisions in order to ensure the submission of
complete MLA requests and to avoid unnecessary delay. Specific
guidance on these issues as well as others (e.g. where to send your
MLA request and what to do after) may also be found in the OECD
MLA Guidelines.
Practical Tip: Getting the most out of your MLA
request
Additionally, prior to drafting the request, it is advisable to find out
as much as possible about obtaining assistance from foreign
jurisdictions in asset recovery.49 In fact, many countries have
produced written step-by-step manuals for the purpose of
providing international partners with guidance on asset recovery,
including several G20 countries such as the United Kingdom,
Germany, France, and Canada.
For questions relating to MLA, practitioners may contact the Greek
Central Authority, housed within the Ministry of Justice,
Transparency, and Human Rights. Inquiries may be made with:





49

Ms. Argyro Eleftheriadou (aeleftheriadou@justice.gov.gr)
Head, Division of Legislative Work, International Relations and
International Judicial Cooperation
Ms. Aikaterini Papanikolaou (kpapanikolaou@justice.gov.gr)
Head, Department of International Judicial Cooperation in Civil and
Criminal Cases
Ministry of Justice, Transparency and Human Rights
Mesogeion 96, 11527 Athens
Ground Floor, Office 53
Email: minjustice.penalaffairs@justice.gov.gr

See OECD MLA Guidelines, p. 20.
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1. Bilateral MLA Treaties
Greece has 14 bilateral MLA treaties in force with Albania, Armenia,
Australia, Canada, China, Cyprus, Egypt, Georgia, Lebanon, Mexico,
Russia, Syria, Tunisia, and the United States of America.50 These
bilateral MLA treaties differ in the crimes to which they apply and
the range of assistance available. Some treaties explicitly provide for
assistance in asset recovery matters, and contain separate
provisions for tracing, freezing, seizure, confiscation and return of
assets. For example, Greece’s bilateral MLA treaties with Australia,
Canada and the United States all contain such distinct provisions.
However, not all bilateral treaties explicitly provide for assistance in
asset recovery. Some treaties, such as the Greece-Mexico bilateral
MLA treaty, simply provide for general investigative assistance.
Practitioners should therefore take extra care in referring to a
specific treaty before deciding to proceed with an MLA request.
Additionally, some of the treaties are quite old and may not contain
all of the features of modern MLA treaties, in which case a more
recent multilateral treaty may be a better alternative. Of the 14
countries with bilateral MLA treaties with Greece, only one – Syria –
is not a State Party to UNCAC.
2. Non-Treaty Requests
Article 457 CPP governs outgoing requests for non-treaty MLA, but
fails to explicitly provide for asset tracing measures. Greek
authorities should resort to multilateral instruments such as UNCAC
(181 Parties at the time of writing) or request execution of a request
on the basis of reciprocity, if applicable.

50

Greece currently has bilateral MLA relations with the following
countries: Albania, Armenia, Australia, Canada, China, Cyprus, Egypt,
Georgia, Lebanon, Mexico, Russia, Syria, Tunisia, and the United States of
America. Additional bilateral treaties are not in use because cooperation
with those countries is predicated on the 1990 Convention applying the
Schengen Agreement or the European Convention on Mutual Assistance in
Criminal Matters of 20 April 1959.
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3. Council of Europe Convention on Laundering, Search, Seizure
and Confiscation of Proceeds from Crime and on the Financing of
Terrorism (Warsaw Convention of 2005)
Greece is one of 32 countries that have ratified the Warsaw
Convention of 2005:51 Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia, France, Georgia, Germany, Hungary, Italy,
Latvia, Malta, Moldova, Montenegro, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, San Marino, Serbia, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, Turkey, Ukraine, and United Kingdom.
With regard to asset identification and tracing:


Article 16 allows Greek authorities to request investigative
assistance in the identification and tracing of instrumentalities,
proceeds and other property liable to confiscation. Such
assistance includes any measure providing and securing
evidence as to the existence, location or movement, nature,
legal status or value of such property.



Articles 17-20 provide for assistance involving specific types of
tracing activity, such as: (i) requests for information on bank
accounts (Article 17); (ii) requests for information on banking
transactions (Article 18); (iii) requests for the monitoring of
banking transactions (Article 19); and, (iv) spontaneous
exchanges of information (Article 20).

With regard to freezing and seizure:


Articles 21 and 22 provide that Greek authorities may request
the execution of provisional measures such as freezing or
seizing, to prevent any dealing in, transfer or disposal of
property, which, at a later stage, may be the subject of a
request for confiscation.

51

The Warsaw Convention entered into force in Greece on 1 March 2018,
COE, Chart of signatures and ratifications of Treaty 198, available online at
https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list//conventions/treaty/198/signatures?p_auth=ziLuJD43
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Regarding confiscation:


Article 23 allows Greek practitioners to request the
enforcement of a confiscation order by the foreign jurisdiction.
The requested State has two options in executing such a
request, and may either: (i) enforce the Greek confiscation
order directly; or, (ii) submit the request to its competent
authorities in order to obtain and enforce a domestic
confiscation order (explained in section below on Enforcing
Orders by Greek Authorities Overseas).52



Article 24 of the Convention provides that any property
confiscated by the foreign jurisdiction will be disposed of in
accordance with its domestic law.

The Warsaw Convention also provides Greek practitioners with two
options when faced with a situation requiring urgent or immediate
action:


(1) Submit request directly to foreign judicial or prosecutorial
authority: Article 34(2) provides for the direct transmission of
requests in urgent cases, after which the requesting authority
shall copy the central authorities in writing.53



(2) Contact Hellenic FIU to facilitate freezing of assets: Article
47 enables FIUs to submit urgent requests to counterpart FIUs
to freeze specific transactions that are related to money
laundering. This provision gives Greek practitioners time to
prepare an official MLA request seeking further action as
appropriate (e.g. extension of the freezing or confiscation). The
relevant FIU contact point would be Mr. Konstantinos
Papastergiou (contact details in FIU section above).

Practitioners should be aware that Article 24 of the Convention provides
that any property confiscated by the foreign jurisdiction will be disposed of
in accordance with its domestic law.
52

53

Bilateral MLA treaties may also allow for such a possibility. For example,
Article 4(1) of the the bilateral Greece-United States MLA treaty allows
transmission “by the most rapid available means”.
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Lastly, Article 35 of the Convention does not require translation of
requests. However, Parties to the Convention have made some 26
declarations requiring the request and annexed documents to be
translated into its own language, the official languages of the
Council of Europe, or one of the latter languages as specified. The
full list of declarations is available online.
4. Council of Europe Convention on Laundering, Search, Seizure
and Confiscation of the Proceeds of Crime (1990)
The Council of Europe Convention on Laundering, Search, Seizure
and Confiscation of the Proceeds of Crime (Convention of 1990)54
facilitates international co-operation and mutual assistance in
investigating crime and tracking down, seizing and confiscating the
proceeds thereof. Greece55 and 48 other countries are Parties to
the Convention of 1990. Where the foreign State from which Greek
authorities require assistance is a Party to the Warsaw Convention
of 2005, that Convention should be used as the legal basis for the
requested assistance (unless the assistance required is only
available under the Convention of 1990).
The Convention of 1990 allows Greek practitioners to seek various
types of assistance from States Parties in the area of asset recovery,
including: (i) the identification and tracing of instrumentalities,
proceeds and other property liable to confiscation (Articles 8 and 9);
(ii) the execution of freezing and seizure measures to prevent the
dealing in, transfer, or disposal of assets subject to confiscation
(Articles 11 and 12); and, (iii) the enforcement of a confiscation
order concerning instrumentalities or proceeds (Articles 13 and 14).
With respect to confiscation measures, the Requested State may
either enforce a Greek confiscation order directly or submit the
request to its competent authorities in order to obtain and enforce

54

Includes two non-European countries, namely Australia and Kazakhstan.
The full list of Parties are available online.
55

Ratified by Greece by Law 2655/1998.
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a domestic confiscation order (explained in section below on
Enforcing Orders by Greek Authorities Overseas).56
In cases of urgency, Article 24(2) of the Convention of 1990 provides
that Greek practitioners may submit requests directly to the
relevant foreign judicial or prosecutorial authority. Such requests,
however, must be followed by copying the central authorities in
writing.57 Lastly, Article 25(1) states that requests made pursuant
to the Convention do not have to be translated. However, several
Parties have made declarations requiring the request and annexed
documents to be translated into its their own language, the official
languages of the Council of Europe, or one of the latter languages as
specified. The full list of declarations is available online.
5. EU Framework Decision 2003/577/JHA
Greek authorities seeking to execute freezing orders in other EU
Member States may resort to EU Framework Decision
2003/577/2003, in cases involving corruption, fraud, money
laundering, and participation in a criminal organisation, among
other offences. The Framework Decision allows for the competent
authorities to recognise and execute freezing orders issued for the
purposes of securing evidence or the subsequent confiscation of
property. The executing State may execute the order submitted
pursuant to the Article 4 of the Framework Decision without having
to go through additional formalities, unless there are grounds for
non-recognition or non-execution (described in Article 7) or
postponement (Article 8).

56

Practitioners should be aware that like Article 24 of the Warsaw
Convention of 2005, Article 15 of the Convention of 1990 provides that any
property confiscated by the foreign jurisdiction will be disposed of in
accordance with its domestic law.
57

Warsaw Convention of 2005, Article 34(2). Council of Europe Criminal
Law Convention on Corruption, Article 30(2).
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6. EU Framework Decision 2006/783/JHA
The purpose of EU Framework Decision 2006/783/JHA is to
establish the rules under which a Member State shall recognise and
execute in its territory a confiscation order issued by a court
competent in criminal matters of another Member State. Such
execution does not require additional recognition formalities or
procedures. According to Article 6 of the Framework Decision,
Greek authorities may request execution of a confiscation order by
the competent authorities of a Member State when the order
relates to corruption, fraud, money laundering, and participation in
a criminal organization, among other offences.
Article 4 of the Framework Decision governs transmission of the
confiscation order. Greek authorities shall submit the confiscation
order (accompanied by a signed certificate of authenticity and
accuracy) to the competent authority of a Member State in which
the Greek authorities have reasonable grounds to believe that the
natural or legal person against whom the confiscation order has
been issued has property or income, or in the alternative, where the
natural or legal person is normally resident or has its registered seat
respectively.
According to Article 5, a confiscation order may only be transmitted
to one executing State at any one time, unless Greek authorities: (i)
have reasonable grounds to believe that different items of property
covered by the confiscation order are located in different executing
States; (ii) the confiscation of a specific item of property covered by
the confiscation order involves action in more than one State; or,
(iii) have reasonable grounds to believe that a specific item of
property covered by the confiscation order is located in one of two
or more specified executing States.
Before submitting a request for execution, practitioners should
verify that none of the conditions or grounds for non-recognition or
non-execution listed in Article 8 of the Framework Decision is
applicable.
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7. United Nations Convention against Corruption
Greece is a State Party to the United Nations Convention against
Corruption (UNCAC).58 At the time of these present guidelines were
finalised, 181 countries are States Parties to UNCAC.59 Article 31
allows States Parties to take measures to enable the confiscation of
proceeds of offences falling under the Convention and property,
equipment or other instrumentalities used in or destined for use in
such offences.
Under UNCAC, Greek practitioners may submit requests to other
States Parties seeking the following types of assistance:


Tracing or identification of proceeds of crime, property,
instrumentalities or other things for evidentiary purposes –
including searches and examinations of objects and sites
(Articles 46 and 52);



Freezings and seizures (Articles 46 and 54); and,



Confiscation (Articles 53 to 55).

In urgent situations, Article 46(14) enables States Parties to make
requests orally with subsequent written confirmation.
8. United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised
Crime
The United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized
Crime (UNTOC) has 187 Parties, including Greece.60
Under UNTOC, Greek practitioners may submit MLA requests to
other States Parties in order to obtain assistance with the following
measures:

58

Ratified by Law 3666/2008.

59

The complete list of States Parties to UNCAC is available online.

60

Ratified by Law No. 3875/2010. The full list of Parties are available
online.
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Identification or tracing of proceeds of serious transnational
organised crime, property, equipment or other
instrumentalities (Articles 13(2) and 18(g));



Freezing or seizure of proceeds of serious transnational
organised crime, property, equipment or other
instrumentalities (Articles 13(2) and 18(3)(c));



Confiscation (Article 13(1)).

In urgent situations, Article 18(14) enables States Parties to make
requests orally with subsequent written confirmation, when such a
practice has been agreed to by the Parties involved.
Lastly, when drafting an MLA request pursuant to UNTOC, Greek
practitioners should refer to Article 18(15) in order to determine
which elements such a request should contain.
9. OECD Anti-Bribery Convention
Greece and 42 other countries are Parties to the Convention on
Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International
Business Transactions (Anti-Bribery Convention). The Anti-Bribery
Convention covers only the bribery of foreign public officials in
international business transactions and related money laundering
and accounting offences. Article 9 of the Convention provides Greek
practitioners with a legal basis to seek MLA from another party for
the purpose of investigations and proceedings relating to offences
in the Anti-Bribery Convention.
10. European Investigation Orders
Article 28 of EU Directive 2014/41/EU (concerning the European
Investigation Order in criminal matters) provides for the monitoring
(in real time) of banking or other financial operations that are being
carried out through one or more specified accounts. Under the
Directive, EU Member States are obligated to recognise and carry
out investigative requests from other EU Member States, just as
they would with a decision coming from their own authorities. The
Directive provides practitioners with guidance regarding the scope
of an EIO (Article 3), the types of proceedings for which an EIO can
be issued (Article 4), the content and form of an EIO (Article 5), and
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the procedures and conditions for issuing and transmitting an EIO
(Articles 6-8). In September 2017, the Hellenic Parliament passed
Law 4489/2017 transposing EU Directive 2014/41/EU into Greek
Law.61 However, Greece seems to currently lack the necessary
infrastructure to fully implement the Directive. Additionally, many
EU Member States are still in the process of transposing the
Directive into their national laws.

C. ENFORCING ORDERS ISSUED BY GREEK AUTHORITIES
PERTAINING TO ASSETS LOCATED OVERSEAS
Bilateral and multilateral instruments mentioned above, such as
UNCAC, often require Parties to take steps to give effect to freezing,
seizure or confiscation orders issued by foreign authorities. In
general, jurisdictions execute foreign freezing, seizure, and
confiscation orders in two ways: (i) enforcing the order directly; or,
(ii) incorporating the foreign order into a domestic order which is
then executed pursuant to the country’s domestic procedure. Greek
practitioners should be aware that some jurisdictions will only give
effect to foreign orders issued by countries with which they have a
bilateral MLA treaty. Additionally, other jurisdictions may not
enforce foreign orders directly and will instead require Greek
authorities to prove their case again in the foreign proceedings,
which can be time consuming and costly. As such, Greek authorities
should inquire as to the relevant foreign country’s practice before
submitting an MLA request for enforcement of certain orders. A
good first step would be to contact the Greek Central Authority
(contact information in the first section of Part B).

D. PROCEEDINGS IN FOREIGN JURISDICTIONS
If Greek practitioners are unable to obtain a domestic criminal or
non-conviction based confiscation order, seeking the same result via
proceedings in the foreign jurisdiction may be an option. Greek
practitioners should maximise their involvement and maximise the
61

Article 30 of Law 4489/2017 transposed Article 28 of EU Directive
2014/41/EU.
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possibility of securing the return of the assets in questions by: (i)
ensuring that all requests for information relating to the foreign
investigation are executed swiftly; (ii) participating in the foreign
criminal proceedings as a civil party or victim; and, (iii) agreeing, if
possible, on how the relevant assets will be shared should a
conviction be secured. Often, jurisdictions will order restitution to
be made to the victim State from any seized or confiscated assets,
and repatriation of assets (discussed below) can occur quickly if
relevant parties agree on the basis for such repatriation and extent
of available restitution.
Greek practitioners may also be able to institute civil proceedings in
the foreign jurisdiction. In such cases, the Greek State would act as a
civil plaintiff in a proceeding directly against the individuals or
entities involved in the wrongful conduct (e.g. tortious conduct,
illicit enrichment, etc.), in order to seek compensation for the harm
done to the State.

E. REPATRIATION OF FUNDS
Once a foreign court issues a final order of confiscation for assets,
Greek authorities must secure their return. Greek practitioners may
seek the repatriation of assets by resorting to:


Bilateral MLA treaties: Some treaties to which Greece is a party
explicitly provide for the return of assets, including the GreeceAustralia MLAT (Article 17(5)), Greece-Canada MLAT (Article
13(2)) and the Greece-United States MLAT (Article 17(3)).
Practitioners should make sure that a bilateral MLA treaty has
such a provision, and should resort to multilateral instruments
if not.



Multilateral treaties: (i) Warsaw Convention of 2005, Article
25(1)); (ii) Council of Europe Convention of 1990, Article 15; (iii)
UNCAC, Article 57(3) and (b); (iv) UNTOC, Article 14. With
respect to UNCAC and UNTOC, practitioners must be sure that
the offences for which they request repatriation of assets are
included in the scope of the Conventions.



EU Framework Decisions: In the absence of a specific legal
provision or agreement providing for asset repatriation or asset
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sharing, Greek authorities may resort to Article 16(1) of EU
Framework Decision 2006/783/JHA. The Decision allows funds
that have been obtained from the execution of a confiscation
order to be disposed of as follows: (i) if the amount obtained is
below EUR 10 000 or the equivalent to that amount, the
amount shall accrue to the executing State; (ii) in all other
cases, 50% of the amount which has been obtained shall be
transferred by the executing State to the issuing State.


Judicial process of foreign jurisdiction: Such returns are carried
out in domestic court proceedings in the foreign jurisdiction
and may involve the foreign court ordering compensation or
damages to be made directly to the Greek government.
Additionally, repatriation may be made pursuant to settlement
agreements or plea bargains concluded by foreign jurisdictions.



Asset-sharing agreements: Under UNCAC, UNTOC and the
Warsaw Convention of 2005, the Greek government may enter
into asset-sharing agreements with other States Parties for the
purpose of sharing confiscated assets. Such agreements may
either be standing or case-specific agreements.

Greek practitioners should contact the Greek Central Authority
(contact information above) for purposes of establishing contact
with counterparts in the relevant foreign jurisdiction for purposes of
agreeing to and facilitating asset repatriation.

oecd.org/corruption

